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"O'Reilly, Gerard"
<gerard.oreilly@centralbank.ie>
07/10/2015 10:26

To "'biwitnessmanager@oireachtas.ie'" <biwitnessmanag
cc
Subject Comment Oir:RefGOR01[GOR-i-01]

Hi,
I received correspondence from the Banking Inquiry asking for a voluntary statement with regard to
“What were the events or considerations that led to the preparation of the McQuinn Paper on
fundamental house price valuations in 2004?”
Unfortunately I am unable to provide any information in this regard. I was not a line manager to
Kieran McQuinn nor was I involved in any discussions on the events or considerations that led to the
preparation of the McQuinn paper.
Sorry I cannot be of more assistance on this matter.
Regards
Gerard
Gerard O’Reilly
Head of Research and Cross Directorate Projects
Central Bank of Ireland
Ireland
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